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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner

T

by Colin Williamson - Chariman

he past couple of months have seen two of our major
annual events take place, namely our attendance at
the AERO Exhibition in Friedrichshafen and the
Spring Conference/AGM at Cranfield. A thread that
links the two is the opportunity to meet with PPL/IR
Europe members – prospective, new and existing.
Some of the conversations at AERO were, inevitably, with
non-pilot visitors to the show or with pilots who were happy
with their VFR flying. So be it. But it also seemed to me that
an increasing number were with pilots intent on training for an
instrument qualification. Those of us on the stand were able
to describe how members of PPL/IR Europe had worked with
EASA to make instrument ratings more accessible through the
EIR and CB-IR, which rightly won us considerable kudos –
and some new members.
More powerful still was a developing proposition that we
are a community of pilots. I know that seems obvious and
is synonymous with being
a
voluntary
members’
organisation but sometimes
how we say things makes a
difference. The proposition
emerged from daily ‘postaction debriefs’ – what had
gone well the previous day,
what could we do differently ... you all know the kind of thing.
A key ingredient to these discussions was feedback from our
conversations with members and prospective members that we
had on the stand and at our seminars.
As the days passed, the line we developed can be
summarised as:

I am pleased to say that our conversations seemed to become
more meaningful as a result of these changes, suggesting that
we were tapping into an essence of what members want PPL/
IR Europe to be – and how to articulate it. This proposition
is still very much work-in-progress, and the result may well
restate some self-evident truths about the organisation that we
already know. Nonetheless, I am also hopeful that new insights
will emerge as the Marketing, Sales & Membership Working
Group (WG) undertakes further work on these ideas and that
they will in turn help focus our activities and energies to the
greater benefit of members – and attract more new members.
Moving on to the Spring Conference, it was pleasing to see
all of the ideas expressed above alive in action. Over sixty
members travelled from near and far to be there and the sharing
of knowledge, experience and expertise was much in evidence
– not only during the presentations but even more noisily over
coffee and lunch. A significant number of attendees were there
for the first time; I hope not
only that you all found it
worthwhile but also, more
importantly, that you felt
welcome. The programme,
put together by Events WG
lead Jim Busby, covered
an impressive span of
topics ranging from changes in light aircraft maintenance to a
humorous but deadly serious look at hypoxia, an outline of a
SESAR project for General Aviation Improved Navigation and
Surveillance (GAINS) and PBN readiness. The presentations
were universally well prepared and delivered, showcasing the
talents that we have among members; thank you to all those
who presented.
As an aside, we recognise on the Board that PPL/IR Europe
has a role to inspire members to utilise and enjoy their rating.
The talk on PBN readiness by Paul Sherry and Julian Scarfe
was based on a seminar delivered at AERO. It included
planning for a flight from EDNY Friedrichshafen to LOWI
Innsbruck, which encompasses a variety of PBN features. We
learned after the show that one attendee at the seminar was
sufficiently inspired that he actually flew the route on his way
home!
I wrote in the last edition of IP about the formation of
Working Groups and presented an update at the AGM. I won’t
repeat that here and this issue contains specific articles by
the WGs themselves. However, I do believe that the WGs
are consistent with the theme of mutual learning and sharing
developed above. I don’t often find myself quoting Karl Marx,
but his slogan ‘from each according to his ability, to each
according to his needs’ does seem quite apposite within a
community such as ours.
My encouragement to all members is not to underestimate
the contribution you can make. Single-pilot IFR flying is an
especially demanding discipline within aviation, and it can

“Single-pilot IFR flying is an especially
demanding discipline within aviation and
it can be a lonely and daunting prospect to
undertake it alone”

• The PPL/IR Europe community is dedicated to learning
and sharing, mostly in connection with IFR f lying but
also aircraft ownership. We therefore search for pilots
interested in learning and sharing to join our community.
(Turning on its head the usual selling approach at
exhibitions, our stand conversations almost became a
recruitment selection exercise!)
• As a community, we choose to pool resources (money) to
support shared objectives:
○○ Regulatory engagement, such as the aforementioned
CB-IR development
○ ○ Training courses, such as the PBN training and the
manual, weather seminars etc
○○ A quarterly magazine containing articles written by
members
• Members often tell us that the PPL/IR Europe subscription
represents good value. Indeed, the cost of membership
can be saved each year as a result of shared knowledge or
regulatory impact.
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EDITORIAL

be a lonely and daunting prospect to undertake it alone (as it
were); it can also appear to be wrapped up in a host of technical
detail that is challenging to master, even having studied for
the rating. Through PPL/IR Europe we can provide mutual
support to encourage and inform – and you may well possess
the very insight or nugget of knowledge/experience/expertise
that would help someone meet their aspirations or answer a
question. I know I have benefitted from invaluable advice to
aid my own planning and flying – most recently when posts
on the Airfield Information section of the forum helped me
arrange a recent visit to Quimper in Brittany; hopefully my
own post will help the next visitor.
We all want to be better IFR pilots and the learning and
sharing that we practice can go a long way towards enhancing
our knowledge, skills and judgements. Please don’t be shy
about contributing – whether through the forum, attending
events - or writing for IP! One thing I will repeat is that
membership of the WGs is by no means fixed; if there is a
subject area you would like to become involved with, please
contact the WG lead.
I should also pay tribute to those members who are already
prolific contributors of their time, energy, knowledge and
expertise to our community. Through arranging events,
answering queries, initiating stimulating forum topics, or
writing articles, we are lucky to have talented and committed
members who regularly practice learning and sharing. As with
any organisation, the leadership is keen to promote a flow of
future talent. I hope a focus on our being a community will
help.
Lastly, I will finish on promoting further opportunities to
meet, to be inspired, to learn and to share, viz the following
exhibition/social/flying events.
• Although smaller than AERO, our attendance at the UK’s
AeroExpo at EGTB Wycombe Air Park 14 - 16 June
provides opportunities to meet and socialise with a social
dinner arranged on the Friday of the event.
• Michal Zienkiewicz and Jim Busby have put together a
Social Weekend programme to the delightful and ancient
city of Gdansk (EPGD) on the Polish shores of the Baltic
Sea. The dates are 20 - 22 July.
• A longer tour has been planned by Eleonora Lungu and
Anthony Mollison based on the theme of ‘Water’. This is
not the usual preserve of IFR pilots (unless you collect
ice like I do!), but the itinerary includes seaplane f lying
on Lake Como, island hopping along the Croatian coast,
scenic Lake Ohrid in Macedonia and the Venice Lido. The
dates are 8 - 16 September.
Oh, and the opportunities for eating and drinking aren’t bad
either! Further details are published on our website.
I trust you are all able safely to enjoy flying in the longer
days of summer and I look forward to meeting more of you
during PPL/IR Europe events.

Colin Williamson
Chairman - PPL/IR Europe

PPL/IR EUROPE

Editorial

T

his Instrument Pilot will be published as the
European summer reaches its zenith and we hope
that the long and fine sunny days (assuming they
are sunny) will prove a welcome antidote to what
for many members has been a long and weather
difficult winter.
In our main article for this edition, Angus Jones explains
what is required in terms of theoretical and practical skills
to be able to fly a TBM in European skies. While turboprops
are beyond the financial reach of the majority of our
membership, TBMs, PC12s and Meridians are increasingly
to be found on airfield aprons these days and the high
tech elements of these aircraft, particularly in avionics
terms, trickle down into improvements in the more modest
machines that most of us fly. Indeed, take a look at Mike
Naylor’s cockpit in his Sportcruiser, which is every bit as
modern as Alan Jones’s in his 850. Perhaps if Mike had two
pitot heads as the TBM does, he would have escaped the
alarms caused by the oversize bug in his pitot head that he
writes about in his ‘Unlucky bug’ piece.
Jim Busby as Events lead summarises the Spring Meeting
and AGM presentations for those not able to be there as well
as with Graham Montford, writing an introduction to aircraft
maintenance as part of the ‘Aircraft Ownership’series.
Graham and Jim are to be congratulated on producing a
concise and erudite commentary on what is a complicated
subject and for many EASA aircraft, a changing scenario.
Matthew Lavy as Comms Working Group lead introduces
himself and apologies for his somewhat dry exposition on
PPL/IR Europe’s privacy policy but as most members will
know, the law has recently changed and members need to be
aware of their rights and how PPL/IR Europe will use their
personal data. In future issues, we shall be inviting other
WG leads to introduce themselves and write about a current
topic they are dealing with.
Mike Bagshaw writes on hypoxia, likewise a subject
canvassed at the Spring Meeting so useful for those
members not present while Phil Caiger takes us to Verona
for a Weekend.
We continue to struggle to obtain new articles for IP and
it is an unwelcome fact that at the present rate, members’
contributions are not sufficient to guarantee its long term
future. Our longer articles are sometimes ‘commissioned’
from members with a known particular interest but we
would very much welcome non-commisioned articles, long
or short, such as you find in this issue from Mike Bagshaw,
Mike Naylor and Phil Caiger. We all have aviation-related
personal interests that may also appeal to our other members
so please get writing!
Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle
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PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF HYPOXIA

Practical Aspects of Hypoxia
by Michael Bagshaw

T

he TBM 900 is a high performance single-engine turbo-prop aircraft with a pressurized cabin. It is certified
for single pilot operation. The owner of a new TBM 900, N900KN, was cruising at FL 280 from Rochester,
New York, bound for Naples, Florida, with his wife. During the flight the pilot requested clearance to a
lower altitude because of an unspecified problem.

“Nine Hundred Kilo November, we need to
descend to about 180,” the pilot informed
the controller, sounding coherent and calm.
“We have an indication that’s not correct
in the plane.” The pilot was told to stand
by, and moments later cleared to descend
to FL 250, to which the pilot responded
more emphatically, “250, and
we need to get lower, Nine
Hundred Kilo November.”
ATC next informed the TBM
of opposite traffic ahead at FL
240 and instructed the pilot
to turn left 30 degrees, which
the pilot acknowledged. Two
minutes later ATC cleared the
flight to FL 200. The pilot,
slurring his speech, appeared
to acknowledge the instruction.
Moments later the controller cleared the TBM
to a navigation waypoint, which the pilot
also acknowledged. Another two minutes
elapsed before the controller asked the pilot
to confirm receiving an instruction to descend
to FL 200, to which the pilot, badly slurring
his speech, responded with, “Kilo November

[sic] Nine Hundred Kilo November.”
That was the last call from the TBM
before contact was lost. The aircraft flew on
over the Atlantic on its last assigned heading
remaining at FL 250 for the remainder of the
flight before descending and crashing into the
sea, apparently after running out of fuel.

The onset is insidious and often not
recognized by the sufferer. It leads to
impaired thinking and judgment, slowing
reactions, mental and muscular incoordination, impairment of memory, impaired
consciousness, and eventually death. Military
pilots are trained to recognize their own
symptoms and perform the
appropriate emergency action,
which of course is donning
a mask and breathing 100%
oxygen whilst initiating a
descent. Civilian pilots of high
altitude aircraft have the same
emergency oxygen equipment
and drills but they rarely have
the benefit of regular training
in a decompression chamber
so are unfamiliar with their own symptoms.
The partial pressure of oxygen in the lungs
is around 103mmHg at sea level, decreasing
to 55mmHg at 10,000 ft, where the blood
oxygen saturation is 90%. Performance of
new tasks may be impaired at 10,000 ft but
otherwise judgment and decision making are
not generally affected. 10,000 ft is accepted as

“flying above 8,000 ft where
hyperventilation occurs naturally,
monitoring of arterial oxygen saturation
alone provides a very poor and potentially
dangerous indicator of brain hypoxia”
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It appears that the aircraft failed to
pressurise for whatever reason, causing the
pilot and his wife to succumb to hypoxia.
Hypoxia is the absence of an adequate supply
of oxygen to the body tissues, whether in
quantity or molecular concentration, in this
case due to a reduction in the partial pressure
of oxygen in the lungs.

PPL/IR EUROPE

the limit for flying without supplementary oxygen or pressurization.
Above 10,000 ft, blood oxygen saturation decreases rapidly due
to the properties of the red blood cells, reducing to 80% at 15,000 ft,
65% at 20,000 ft and 60% at 23,000 ft. Thus, the effects of hypoxia
progress rapidly as altitude increases from 10,000 to 23,000 ft, above
which there is total incapacitation and loss of consciousness follows
with little or no warning. If the oxygen supply is not restored within
three minutes of unconsciousness, death occurs due to the absence of
oxygen in the brain.
The time of useful consciousness at 25,000 ft is in the region of
2-5 minutes, depending on physical activity. Sadly, the pilot of the
TBM 900 appears not to have recognized the condition, failed to carry
out the emergency procedure to breathe 100% oxygen and failed to
descend from FL250 leading to his and his wife’s death.
Pulse oximetry is widely used in clinical medicine to monitor the
oxygen saturation of arterial blood. Similar finger mounted pulse
oximeters are used by many pilots of high altitude GA aircraft to
indicate the absence of hypoxia when flying above 10,000 ft. BUT
what matters is the oxygenation of the brain and pulse oximeters
measure the oxygenation of the arteries in the finger. Arterial oxygen
saturation alone is not a reliable indicator of oxygenation of the brain
in hypoxia, which is also critically dependent on the partial pressure
of carbon dioxide in the lung gas and arterial blood.
Hyperventilation, a frequent disturbance of breathing in flight, will,
in hypoxia, initially increase arterial oxygen saturation and at the same
time reduce blood flow through the brain. Hyperventilation occurs
during hypoxia, as well as in stressful situations and is the normal
response to breathing air above 8,000 ft. It can be calculated and has
been shown experimentally, that when air is breathed at altitudes
above 10,000 feet, arterial oxygen saturation is a very poor indicator
of oxygen levels in the brain when the individual is hyperventilating.
Reducing the end-tidal carbon dioxide saturation from 35 to
25 mm Hg when breathing air at 14,000 ft (as may occur during
even low rates of hyperventilation) has been shown to increase the
arterial oxygen saturation from 77% to 93% even though the brain
oxygen saturation remains low. Thus, flying above 8,000 ft where
hyperventilation occurs naturally, monitoring of arterial oxygen
saturation alone provides a very poor and potentially dangerous
indicator of brain hypoxia.
This limitation of pulse oximetry in aviation needs to be widely
understood. If you fly above 10,000 ft, know and practise the
emergency drills and in a pressurised aircraft, ensure your mask is
connected and readily to hand.

ADL140

European data link weather on your iPad
The ADL140 is the portable soltution to
download European in flight weather and
display it on an iPad maving map.

- Radar maps
- Strike maps
- Infrared images
- METAR / TAF
- WiFi interface
- Wind & Temperatures
- Send and receive text messages
- iOS and Android app available
- Integrated antenna
- Cigarette lighter power supply
- 84 x 55 x 26mm and only 140g

350,- EUR

With 24 month satellite subscription
(39,50 EUR / month)
ADL140 without any subscription: 750,- EUR
All prices plus VAT if applicable
SUMMER 2018 • INSTRUMENT PILOT
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THE UNLUCKY BUG

The Unlucky Bug or Four lessons in
One Day
by Mike Naylor
Mike Naylor reflects on a Sportcruiser flight to Llanbedr which didn’t go quite according to plan.

L

lanbedr will be known to many of you as the location where
Red Bull pilots Paul Bonhomme and Steve Jones flew in
formation through a hangar. This story is not quite so exciting
but it could have been!

Lesson 1 - Plan for the weather
The TAF forecast isolated showers (PROB30) and CBs en route.
Was it a good idea to fly into the showers? – No, not if they were
CBs. I expected to be able to dodge around them but the second
series of showers, just south of Birmingham, formed a solid
line. I routed around to the south (to the north lies Birmingham
CAS), using a 60-degree dog-leg technique (backed up with a
GPS). Encountering driving rain and increasing turbulence, I
was about to give up, when I finally spotted a gap in the showers
and pushed through. Here begins the second Lesson ……

Lesson 2 – ASI failure
The ASI dropped to zero. What do you do when the pitot system
stops working? The answer, of course, is fly on attitude and
power setting (MAP, fuel flow or rpm). In addition, the Dynon
glass cockpit recognises a failed pitot system when the pitot
airspeed is grossly different (e.g. zero) to the GPS ground
speed and reverts to ‘GPS Assist mode’ with airspeed depicted
in magenta. It gives a read out of ground speed, which with
knowledge of the wind you can calculate to airspeed. Was it

8
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a good idea to continue into the Welsh mountains in showers,
reducing visibility and possible IMC with no ASI? Definitely
not! On to Lesson 3…

Lesson 3 – Alternates
Recognising the potential for weather issues on this 2 hour
VFR flight, I had planned three alternates, all began with
W: Welshpool, Wellesbourne and Wolverhampton. It is not
just knowing where they are but assessing suitability for the
aircraft (think runway length, cross wind and NOTAM’s) and

THE UNLUCKY BUG

PPL/IR EUROPE

And the answer is……
noting circuit direction / height, runway and RT frequencies
and book-marking them in the Pooleys guide for quick access.
Wellesbourne was nearest, so ten minutes later and a quick
radio call, I was descending dead-side for runway 23. With the
wind on final from ATC, I could add wind speed to the GPS
ground speed to confirm that my attitude and power setting
were correct, to make a normal approach speed and uneventful
landing.

Lesson 4 – No landing fee!
Most UK airfields subscribe to what is known as the Strasser
scheme (after Charles Strasser of AOPA) who relentlessly
campaigned that GA pilots who make weather or technical
diversions should not be deterred by the potential costs and
therefore the airfield waives the landing fee.
After a much-needed bacon sarnie and coffee, I inspected the
pitot for a blockage but couldn’t find anything. However, a fast
taxi run revealed that the problem was still present, so I flew
back to base in GPS assist mode. On the return flight, the ASI
was very erratic, over-reading speed in the climb and underreading in descents (just as the text books describe). Remember
PUDSOD? – blocked Pitot Under-reads in a Descent…. and so
over-reads in a climb. But here’s the interesting question – by
how much does it over-read? Well, I made some notes as I was
climbing and descending….

Most people would say

75 knots – that’s a lot!
From a 100 knot cruise to a full power Vy (65 knot) climb
by 500 feet, the ASI should read 65 kt, whereas it actually read
140 kt, close to Vne. And on my descent to my home airfield,
the apparent airspeed dropped from 100 kt to 40 kt, close to stall
speed, before reverting to GPS assist mode. I was in VMC with
good visual references. You can imagine how things could go
badly wrong in IMC with no visual references.
In view of the scepticism expressed at my observations
and being an analytical, scientific kind of chap (or inky swot
according to our CFI), I ran the maths on a spreadsheet. Using
data for the International Standard Atmosphere and carefully
converting all units to the SI system, the speed errors which I
observed proved to be correct.
Of course your ASI may not behave exactly the same way
in mine. If you want to know more, take a look at http://www.
luizmonteiro.com/Learning_Pitot_Sim.aspx which provides an
elaborate explanation and a simulator programme to try out the
effects.

Post-flight de-brief
Back at base, we disconnected the pitot line as I still thought
the cause might be water – I had flown through an enormous
shower. However, gentle blowing showed the line was clear.
So we had a look at the pitot head. It was impossible to blow
through it at all. It took an air compressor line to dis-lodge a
big brown gob which on closer examination proved to be the
unluckiest bug in the Midlands.

I asked a range of pilots how large they thought the ASI error
would be. Invariably, they didn’t really know but guessed at
“Ooh, maybe 10 knots, 20 knots?”. That included PPL students,
fellow instructors, two IRI’s, 2 ATPL jet jockeys and our CFI.

SUMMER 2018 • INSTRUMENT PILOT
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TBM SINGLE ENGINE CLASS RATING

TBM Single Engine Class Rating What’s involved. Time to Step Up?
by Angus Jones

I

have been flying a Cirrus SR22 GTS in a relatively serious IFR sense for a number of hours now. Total time
around 650hrs but over 50% of these hours in the Cirrus and very frequently my journeys were IFR trips. I
had done Geneva in one hop (just over 3hrs) to visit EBACE and also Poznan in Poland to do some training
at the amazing facility offered by Aero Poznan. If you have a Cirrus just go there – if not, go there anyway. One
consideration is the flight time to Poznan of over 4 hrs. Because of this, I included “rest” (aka “bladder”) stops
there and back landing at Munster and Groningen. As I increased my vision as to destination two things happened;
weather became more of a factor and so did time. I needed to get there with more confidence over icing issues
and with better weather avoidance and I also needed to go faster, much faster.
So, my sights set to the natural step up of a single engine
turboprop. I did think about a more up to date Cirrus (G5?) with
FIKI capability but that did not increase my speed very much and
weather would still be an issue as most of the time you sit in cruise
within the normal range for icing (certainly September to March)
or go higher than FL100 and have to sit with a canular up your
nose (not for me and certainly not for my family). Your life support
system is then in the hands of a piston engine. Whilst modern
pistons are very reliable, they are not nearly as reliable as turbines.
Cirrus aircraft also do not come with a weather radar.
Having done the research, I was advised to, “select my mission”
and the aircraft, “would choose itself”. Well, for me, I decided I

10
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wanted to carry 800lbs (my family with bags) 800nm (London to
Rome) with confidence that I could fly both outbound and return,
faced with the inevitable stronger headwinds, without a fuel stop.
This eliminated a number of the smaller turboprops and even the
Vision Jet with the journey finally leading me to the inevitable TBM
vs. PC12 debate, which had been raging on paper and in my head
and heart for many a year. Initially, I thought PC12 but for a given
aged aircraft, due to the fantastically low depreciation numbers,
you are talking a lot more money. Did I need the eight seats and
loo? Not sure I did. Extra costs are involved for hangarage, landing
and navigation fees too. And the TBM is faster by a good 40, maybe
50kts. On the basis I could not find any friends to play with to form

TBM SINGLE ENGINE CLASS RATING

a group, I went for the TBM based on these factors. I will then see
how I fly; locations, numbers of people and frequency and decide
next time which of the two suits me better. However, for now, the
TBM 850 option was helped by it having G1000 avionics. As I
was so used to the Garmin way of life (love it or hate it), I felt that
was one less thing to learn and I still felt I was moving forward on
avionics, not backwards. However, with the PC12 vs. TBM debate,
it most certainly is a question of “heads you win, tails you win” as
both are incredible aircraft and each aircraft a testament to their
respective factories.

Pre-entry requirements
So, do you have what it takes, on paper at least? Well the
requirements are:
• Be at least 17 years of age (I passed this one with flying
colours, sadly)
• Be in possession of a Class One (or Two) medical certificate
before training commences (including audiogram).
• Hold at least an EASA PPL(A)
• Hold an ICAO Instrument Rating
• Have at least 200 hours total pilot experience with an absolute
minimum of 70 hours PIC

PPL/IR EUROPE

Flight & Theoretical Knowledge Training
Now you have done your ground school what about the flying
requirements? Well, the TBM SET training syllabus contains a
total of:
• 16 hours of theoretical knowledge instruction (which can be a
mix of online and face to face);
• Theoretical Knowledge Exam (60 questions)
• Minimum of 8 hours of flight training in the TBM (depends
on experience); and
• Licence Skill Test (LST) with an examiner in the TBM
aircraft.
For the theory you need one main document in addition to the
training materials of the organisation. Essentially, you need to know
the POH inside out, back to front. Learn about all the systems.
Learn about what you lose if a system goes down e.g. what three
important functions rely on the vacuum system? Answer: wing
de-ice, back up instruments and pressurisation. So, the small dial
showing vacuum pressure, about the size of a 10p piece, dictates
whether you will be able to breathe above FL100. Call me oldfashioned but I will keep a healthy eye on it.

• Hold a certificate of completion of a course for additional
theoretical knowledge of High Performance Aircraft (HPA)
undertaken at an ATO which can be online; or have passed the
ATPL(A) theoretical knowledge examinations in accordance
with Part-FCL.
I have no ATPL exams so set about taking the HPA course. I did
this online and for anyone who likes reading about aircraft (aka
a pilot), this is interesting as well as informative. Much was a
simple refresher of prior training elements but these ideas were
then extended to include the new environment in which you would
be operating. All straight forward and you can take the test online,
then be issued with the certificate which you will need when you
apply to the CAA for your class rating.
The papers include in the HPA course were:
• Human Performance & Limitations
• Meteorology
• Principles of Flight
• Performance
• Aircraft General Knowledge
• Radio Navigation

NEW: PC12 Class Rating
EASA TBM Class Rating
EASA PA46 Class Rating
ICAO Licence & Rating Conversions
FAA Training
Instrument Rating
Safety Pilot
RVSM Manual Completion & Training
Bespoke training in high performance aeroplanes
www.oysterair.com
jonathan@oysterair.com
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flight planning, weight and balance and
inspection. Turning on battery and oxygen
as part of the walk round were new ones
on me, and the sheer size and bulk of the
aircraft takes getting used to. It is quite
simply stunning on the ramp.
Starting was incredible. A lot of column
centimetres (we are still in Europe, for
now) have been written on hot/hung starts
which I feel put too much fear into the
student. The turbine is a pussy cat, just a
very big pussy cat. Follow the rules, watch
the numbers and do not get distracted. That
is all you need to do and it is all over in
about 60 seconds. If you decide to take a
phone call, or even glance down at your
iPad amidst the start sequence then perhaps
the subsequent engine overhaul cost is a
form of taxation on inattention.
We then took off and climbed out at
pitch (beta) to help achieve some incredibly
Timescale
short landings but also to help manage that some speed and climb rate, with 2,000 ft/
The training takes approximately five days power when taxiing. Indeed, application of min achievable at mid weight and on an
to complete including briefings and test brakes is discouraged in most scenarios and ISA day but one of the first lessons I learnt
preparation. I selected Oysterair having certainly not to be used on runway above is that all you do is come back on the power
(Torque) to about 40-50% and you have
spoken extensively with Jonathan Shooter about 40kts in normal conditions.
What is unusual, given that Daher are your Cirrus again. You have undercarriage
there, due to the professional structure of the
course and training beyond. I started in what based in France, is that no simulator exists to consider but apart from that the same
was probably the worst weather we have outside of the USA. This rather surprised rules of aerodynamics apply. Having
had in a while - The Beast from the East. me and means some scenarios can only be followed the LYD2 departure out of Biggin
On the first day, we departed from Biggin discussed rather than experienced in a SIM Hill, we then set off for Le Touquet for
Hill with ice on taxi ways and went straight (eg hot/hung starts and engine shut down some training including climbs, descents
into real scenarios around when you turn on in flight). I will take myself to the USA and circuits. It turned out to be a baptism
ignition and how soon you fire up the de- next year and plan to fly there via Iceland/ of fire, given the inclement weather and I
ice protection. Having steering nose gear Greenland to do some SIM training but for was thrown in at the deep end with a strong
was a welcome return to normality from now I must stick to “real” experience and a crosswind for my first circuit attempts. On
differential braking in the Cirrus but what talk through of some emergency procedures return (after the requisite lunch in L’Escale
was very new was controlling speed on the which cannot safely be demonstrated at the airport - Vive La France!) we studied
the automation including Autopilot, Flight
taxiway. One of the benefits of turboprops “live”.
Initially, we concentrated on pre- Director and TOGA (Take Off, Go-Around)
is being able to set the blades into reverse
button on the power lever. We
then started to explore the flight
envelope looking at slow flight
and go arounds in both approach
and landing configurations all
designed to let you understand
better where things can go wrong.
One of the main threats is getting
slow in the circuit and then overbanking to make your turn to
final. Fully laden, the no flaps stall
speed is 81kts (65kts with landing
flap). So, if you are in the circuit
and have yet to drop flap but
then end up banking by, say, 45
degrees, your stall speed increases
to a shade under 100kts - very easy
to fall into this trap. Solution is to
 Carries six adults at nearly 300ktas
 Flies over 1,565 nm with NBAA IFR
set up early. 120kts in the circuit
reserves
 Large, quiet, air-conditioned, luxury cabin
and get first stage of flap down
in good time to give you extra
 Can land on a 2,133 ft (650 m) runway
 Climbs to 31,000 ft in under 22 minutes

High Performance
Aircraft Hire
EASA registered TBM 700C2

Available for private hire to suitably qualified pilots with more than 750hrs TT
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margin. However, keep those turns to about
20 degrees. On an instrument approach,
again first stage of flaps early on and gear
down (both possible at a useful 178kts) just
prior to the Final Approach Fix. You should
be stable at 1,000 ft to go in IMC, the radar
altimeter being a good way to confirm
without any maths.
On the next flight we built on normal
circuits and now added flapless and glide
approaches. We looked at stalls and unusual
attitudes and engine failures both above and
below 2,000 ft. On each flight we looked
at emergencies and covered different
scenarios. As with any aircraft type, some
have to become “memory items”. With
the TBM, the usual ones appear in this
category such as engine failure, albeit with
different items to remember as restarts are
very different with a turbine. Other memory
items occur in the new environment at
altitude and include where there may be
issues with pressurisation. The HPA course
(or ATPL exams) remind you about the
time of useful consciousness and at FL310
(when you get your RVSM approval) this
is all of one to two minutes. Donning the
oxygen mask as an almost automatic first
step is essential and will prevent other
accidents which have occurred where pilots
have tried to problem solve first before
securing their oxygen supply.
We moved on to unusual attitudes,
compass turns and some failures of the
avionics including air data computers,
PFDs and the MFD. However, there is
so much redundancy that you need to be
quite unlucky not to be left with a more
than an adequate set of equipment for
safe completion of a flight. Manual gear
extension was an interesting test too and on
the day you do this, there is no requirement
to go to the gym that day (on one arm, at
least) as the manual pumping takes quite
an effort. The real excitement comes at
altitude when you practice a maximum
rate descent having donned your oxygen
mask and remembering to switch the mic
across to the mask from your headset. Vno
is a handsome 266 kts so you peg close to
that and watch the vertical speed indicator
approach 7,000 ft/min. This immediately
grabs the attention, and let us just say
that certain muscle groups start to expand
and contract at a slightly higher rate than
normal.

Test Day and beyond
For me, as a turboprop newbie, I completed

PPL/IR EUROPE

Top: 300 KTAS at FL 270; bottom: Weather radar on return to Biggin Hill

the course in just under 14 hrs (just over
11 hrs in the air). More experienced pilots
might take less time down towards the 8 hrs
minimum requirement. I was happy with
more time; for me, it was no race.
Test day came around one week after I
started. After the appalling weather during
my course I was nervous of what to expect
from Mother Nature more than the aircraft
itself. Nothing to fear, though, as it turned
out to be one of the better days of those few
weeks - clear skies (almost) and winds fairly
well down the runway. We even had about

10 or 15 minutes in the cruise enjoying a
true airspeed of 305 kts, something I had
not really done in the training as most is
low level. The main challenge when we
stopped in Cherbourg was the airport café
being closed for the season so the second
part of my test in the afternoon was done
on the strength of two biscuits I found in
my flight bag. Not ideal given my tendency
for food strops.
I struggled through and my rumbling
stomach did not distract too much.
Essentially the test was a steady step through
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of all the elements of the course which were fresh in my mind. I am
pleased to say I passed! Now arguably the bigger test loomed as
I went through the paperwork with Neil Popkin of Oysterair (my
examiner) and tried to make sense of all the documents required.
An hour goes by quite quickly when trying to get the better of CAA
forms but we got it all packaged up and I proudly took charge of
my Temporary Certificate with 8 week validity within which time
the CAA processed my application but they did make me sweat a
little as I received everything with only a few days to spare.
Can I now fly solo? Well, as far as the CAA is concerned, yes.
However, the insurance company think otherwise and gave me
a rather hefty requirement for an additional 50 hrs from test day
onwards with a safety pilot. Others have suggested 25 hrs is fairly
common (for those new to turboprops) but maybe the insurance
companies are sharpening up given a couple of recent accidents.
Anyway, Oysterair helped me embrace this requirement rather
than chunter to myself and then, “bang out the hours” as some do.
They set me up with a formal line training programme based on
airline standards to include operational issues such as: handling
the aircraft, maintenance (oil / fuel / deice), weather planning
and avoidance using onboard radar, fuel planning, emergencies,
diversions and loss of systems. What this has given me is the
chance to make real decisions whilst taking “typical” trips with
varying loads under the watchful steer of a safety pilot. This has
been an invaluable contributor to both safety and my confidence.
On the line training I did day-return trips to: Grenoble (2hrs),
Florence (2hrs 40min), Carcassonne and Nice (both 2hrs 15min),
La Rochelle (1hr 35mins), Poznan (2hrs 35mins) and Salzburg
(2hrs 10mins). You can see my flights on https://my.flightradar24.
com/TBM850
During the line training I have learnt a lot and the real test
comes when events such as weather, ATC and other aircraft come
into play. One such example was the trip into La Rochelle. We
were all set up for the ILS into runway 27 with a circle to land
runway 09. However, there was a Ryanair only 40 nm behind us
and they asked the controller what aircraft type we were after they
grudgingly accepted the number 2 slot. Everyone now seemed
to be setting up for a visual approach to runway 09 so we had
to change plan and keep up the pace. Initially we were asked to
maintain 210 kts and latterly 180 kts until established on the final
approach course. It was good to experience the power settings
needed for a more sprightly arrival and also how to manage the
G1000 to support a visual approach using ‘Direct To’ and setting
inbound course to the runway heading.
I feel much more confident now given the quality training
(thank you Oysterair) that I have received on a quality aircraft
(thank you Daher). Even though I will shortly be let loose, I will
still be using safety pilots going forward on many an occasion as
I am a great believer that I am but a fledgling in the turboprop
world and there are those I can sit next to on trips from whom I can
glean much experience. Flying on my own is important too, but the
combination of solo and dual trips will make me that much more
competent. A lot of fun to be had and I now have a trip planned
to Dubai this September and will attempt the US next year with
an end target to see friends in the Cayman Islands. Onward and
upward. Upward to FL310 to be exact.

Helpers
I came across many helpers (too many to mention) but a few of the
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main contacts where you might get support include the following
but, also, please feel free to contact me via the PPL/IR Europe
website if you have any questions:
Jonathan Shooter - Chief Flying Instructor at Oysterair jonathan@oysterair.com
Fantastic help throughout and a great independent voice if you are
unsure which aircraft you want to buy as well as need training
when you do decide. Jonathan and Oysterair (thanks to Neil
Popkin, too!) not only got me through the basic training but then
set up a formal line training program so that I made use of the 50 hr
insurance requirement and used it to build experience in the same
vein as you would flying in the professional world.
David Fabry – Flying Smart (the UK distributor for TBM)
- David.Fabry@flyingsmart.aero
No one is more knowledgeable about the TBM and respective
cost-benefit arguments.
John Page – International Cirrus Instructor of the Year
(2017) - worldwiseaviation@gmail.com.
Hard to find anyone who knows the Cirrus better in terms of what
it can/cannot do. Also, he is a Cirrus jet expert if that is in your
vision(!) and experienced on a number of turboprops too. Really
helpful and really honest advice as to pros and cons of the step-up
process and on which aircraft work for each mission, plus he is a
G1000 Master!

Members
Advertisments
Share in C182Q For Sale:
20% £12,500.
Hangared Cambridge.

Beautiful 1979 Aircraft. Approximate airframe hours 2200; engine
400; Prop 190.
• Brand new, bare metal respray October 2016.
• IFR equipped including GNS430W with approach
certification. 8.33 second NAV/COM. DME. ADF. Autopilot.
• Group considering further avionics upgrade (G5s?).
• Current group costs: £220/month & £113/tacho hr. Engine/
prop fund.
• Cambridge is a good IFR airfield with great service and the
aircraft availability is excellent.
• New member must be IR(R) or IR rated – training available.
Contact Alan Evans for more details and to see the aircraft on
0777 336 7949 or alanevans44@hotmail.com
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New Members
PPL/IR Europe extends a warm welcome to new and re-joining members
Walter Adam
Mark Anderson
Christian Beringer
Michael Birchall
Simon Bird
Charles Bonello
Andreas Borchert
David Brain
Torben Brams
William Burke
Gavin Chapman
Stuart Cook
Byron Davies
Andy Davis
Gilles Dazzan
Frank De Meyer
Juergen Dennersmann
Steve Dinsdale
Rick Drury
Graham Duguid
Brett Easton
Jean paul Fichaux
Tim Freeman
Uwe Gaertner
Peter Gorman

EDRY

EGNU
EGBJ

EGTB

EDLW
EGTF

EIWT

Germany
UK
Switzerland
UK
UK
UK
Germany
UK
Denmark
Germany
UK
UK
UK
UK
Luxembourg
Belgium
Germany
UK
UK
UK
Other
France
UK
Germany
Ireland

Georg Gruber
Jenny Heinzelmann
Horst Holzhauser
Robert Ingram
Carlos Jimenez
Antti Kaariainen
Siegfried Kromer
Aydin Kurt-Elli
Stuart Lay
Nicholas Lee
Marc Matison
Graham McFarland
George Mexias
Michael Muehlsteff
Andrew Northeast
Martin O’Neill
Mike Pettican
Christian Platzer
Christopher Roberts
Eduard Sailer
Nicholas Scarles
Phillip Taylor
Jean-Pierre Van Meir
Julie Westhorp

Aircraft Insurance

Are you paying too much?
• Get an instant quote online

• Spread your premiums for free

• Select the cover you want

• 24-Hour claims hotline service

LSGY

EGHS
EGTB

EGLM

EGKB

UK
UK
Germany
UK
Spain
Finland
Switzerland
Switzerland
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
Germany
UK
Switzerland
UK
Germany
UK
Germany
UK
UK
Belgium
UK

Visicover is a unique
service that lets you
buy and manage your
aeroplane or helicopter
insurance online
whenever it suits you.

To ﬁnd out more go to Visicover.com
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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Approach Chart Quiz
Liverpool John Lennon
here are many reasons to visit Liverpool: football, music, Pier Head UNESCO World Heritage site, the Maritime Museum, Tate
Liverpool…. each year apparently about 75 million tourists visit Liverpool. The airport is less than 10 miles from the city centre.
In preparation for the visit, with a westerly wind forecast, you decide to build your experience of RNAV approaches using your
coveted Garmin SBAS navigator and plan to make a LNAV/VNAV approach to RWY 23.
UNITED KINGDOM AIP

2 If on checking NOTAM you read that
due to staff shortages the radar service
will not be available at the time that
you plan to arrive, should you:
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267°
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: 532003.90N 0024957.75W
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R311
2200
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002 30W

(388)

(271)

(298)

Missed Approach Procedure not
available without NDB(L) LPL.

(293)

267°

3.5

INVEB
IF

2000

2000

Report 8NM east of EGGP if no
clearance received from ATC.

(496)

426

(340)

371

390

(312)

UVERI
FAF

267° LHA 2000
MAX 185KIAS
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(544)
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392

350
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(314)
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N

Annual Rate
of Change 0.16°E
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(634)

003 00W

002 30W

RECOMMENDED PROFILE VERTICAL PATH ANGLE 3.0° (LNAV 5.2%), 320FT/NM
NM to RW27

5

4

3

2 (SDF)

1

ALT(HGT)

1720(1642)

1400(1322)

1090(1012)

770(692)

450(372)

TCH 54

Arrival not below 2500 or higher MSA.
NDB(L) LPL

MAPt (LNAV) RW27
Climb straight ahead to 1500,
then turn right to NDB(L) LPL
climbing to 2000 or as directed.

5 On descending after the final approach
fix at what altitude should you be
at when the NDB needle swings?
(approximately)
1720ft
1400ft
1090ft
770ft

ti

av

497

(419)

452

TRANSITION ALTITUDE

350

4 If after loading the LNAV/VNAV
procedure into the navigator’s flight
plan you notice as you approach the
intermediate fix, INVEB, that the
navigator annunciates LNAV. What
effect would that have on the descent
minima?

497

(419)

on

MIN TEMP -15°C

(634) (ABOVE THR)

BEARINGS ARE MAGNETIC

MAX 220KIAS for procedure.

413

(ACFT CAT A,B,C,D)

712 AMSL

a
g
i

449

(371)

LIVERPOOL
RNAV (GNSS)
RWY 27

OBSTACLE ELEVATION

003 00W

449

Expect to use the RNAV RWY 23
approach
Plan to use ILS/DME/NDB(L)
RWY 23 approach

3 What is the VHF frequency and
identification of the NDB at Liverpool?
Why would you need to check that for
a LNAV or LNAV/VNAV approach to
RWY 23?

a
b
c
d

AD ELEVATION

121.950

65

b

MSA 25NM NDB(L) LPL

LIVERPOOL APPROACH

0

a

TWR

270°

29

119.850

65

b

Be happy to persist with the
LNAV/VNAV approach
Be ready to use the ILS/DME/
NDB(L) approach

35

090°

31

APP

0
35

a

21

180°

1 If the TAF showed TEMPO 2000 BR
BKN 003 would you:

INSTRUMENT APPROACH CHART - ICAO

360°

Questions

AD 2-EGGP-8-8
7 Dec 2017

1250
950

T

by Graham Whittle

UVERI

°

°

°

650(572)
0NM

A

B

C

D

LNAV/VNAV

390(312)

390(312)

390(312)

390(312)

LNAV

430(352)

430(352)

430(352)

430(352)

550(469)

670(589)

930(849)

950(869)

Aircraft Category
OCA
(OCH)

VM(C)OCA
(OCH AAL) Total Area

2000(1922)

267

267

267

INVEB

2000(1922)

RW27

2

Rate of
descent

5.9

9.4

G/S KT

160

140

120

100

80

FT/MIN

850

740

640

530

420

NOTE 1 Missed approach shall be converted to a conventional missed approach upon reaching 1500.
2 Procedure is only available when Liverpool RADAR is operational.
3 Pilots to request RNAV approach on first call.

Answers on page 24
CHANGE (13/17): MAG VAR. MAG TRACKS. OBSTACLES.
AERO INFO DATE 02 OCT 17
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Aircraft Ownership and
Maintenance
Part II Maintenance

I

by Graham Mountford and Jim Busby

n the previous article we discussed the basics of purchasing an aircraft and the first steps in ownership. In this
article we will discuss the basics of maintaining the aircraft and keeping you and your passengers safe in the
sky. It is written mainly by Graham Mountford, the owner of AKKI aviation, a maintenance company based in
Turweston airfield. Graham, is one of us, that is a private pilot who has become more and more involved in the
business of aviation as time goes on. He has owned eight aircraft over the years on both the EASA register
as well as the FAA register. Graham, is famous for owning the only dog, Callie, who holds an AOPA membership
and has recently acquired AKKI aviation which is a Part 145, Part M (G) CAMO as well as an Avionics Installation
Shop.

One of the first things a new owner is faced with is the
byzantine structure of aircraft maintenance rules, regulations
and nomenclature, which seems deliberately constructed
to confuse the novice. For some reason, buried in the past,
aviation seems to have not wanted to use the normal language
of headings and paragraphs and decided to use the word ‘Part’.
A ‘Part’ is essentially a heading and a ‘Subpart’ is a paragraph.
So we will try to simplify things and explain the basic
structure and the recent past first before going on to describe
the changes that are coming.
The first thing to point out is that maintenance rules for
aircraft are similar to those used for motor vehicles. Each year
you have to have the aircraft checked for safety and the rules
for those checks vary according to the type of aircraft (weight
and complexity) and whether or not it is used for commercial
purposes or privately. It is much the same in the motor vehicle
world as a bus used for hire will have much more stringent
checks than a car used for private use.
When you buy an aircraft, assuming you are not using it for
commercial use (and flying training counts as commercial),
then you will probably have a valid ARC (Airworthiness
Review Certificate) and a valid CRS (Certificate of Release to
Service). These will have been issued by the previous owners’

maintenance organisation and which will tell you how long
you have got before you need to carry out the next service
(this may be in terms of hours flying - taxi time on the ground
does not count - or calendar time) and the type of service that
needs to be carried out (for example a 50 hour check or an
Annual).

Maintenance Organisations
When you first take ownership of the aircraft you will have to
decide where to take it to have its maintenance carried out. Just
like in the world of motor vehicles some garages are better than
others. You can shop around on an ‘as needs’ basis in aviation but
it is more common to choose someone and then stick to them. The
relationship between the pilot and his MO, in my experience, is a
very special one. You are trusting your own and your passengers
safety to the quality of the work they do. Trust, here, is the key
word and as they say in Holland, ‘Trust arrives on foot and leaves
on a horse’. So, it is important that you take a lot of care when
choosing who does your maintenance as the decision is not just a
quality one but also a personal one.
Each maintenance organisation has to be approved by the
CAA (or equivalent) to carry out work on aircraft. There are

Definitions
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are new to this then your maintenance
organisation will help you decide on how
to maintain your aircraft and stay within
the rules but more importantly keep you
safe.

Maintaining Your Aircraft

some organisations that carry out work
just based on the licence that the engineer
holds but these are becoming less common.
AKKI, for example, hold approvals under
Part M, subpart G and Part 145. This will
mean nothing to most people and we will
try to explain.
Part M is the section of the aviation
EASA regulations which deal with
Maintenance (hence Part M). All
maintenance of aircraft is covered under
Part M and the differences are covered
by the subparts. In our case it means
that we can carry out maintenance on
simple and complex aircraft in private
ownership (Part M). The subpart G gives
us the permission to issue ARCs and
offer the facility to become a CAMO
(Continuing Airworthiness Management
Organisation). The Part 145 allows us to
work on commercially licenced aircraft.
Generally speaking the Part 145
maintenance organisations are larger and
have higher capabilities than one which is
only Part M. Depending upon your aircraft
you can choose what sort of maintenance
organisation you want to work on your
aircraft. With the simpler aircraft you have
a large choice. If the organisation is only
part M and not Sub Part G then they will
have to subcontract the ARC to someone
else and this will cost you more in the long
run.
Having chosen your maintenance
organisation you now need to decide how
you want your maintenance carried out.
Unfortunately, to add to the complexity of
this decision, the rules are changing.
As we write, the rules are that if your
aircraft is under 1200kg in weight and not
a complex aircraft (Designated ELA1)
then you can decide for yourself what
maintenance you want carried out and
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can carry out some of it yourself. This
is called an SDMP or a Self Declared
Maintenance Program (see the section
on SDMP’s). For aircraft above 1200kg
but below 2400kg (ELA2) then there is a
state of limbo as previously there was a
maintenance program called LAMP (Light
aircraft Maintenance Program) which is
now intended to be replaced by Part M
light. However Part M light is still in the
process of being issued and LAMP has
been removed by the CAA. (There is no
forecast implementation date of Part –M
light although it is expected in 2019)
In practice most aircraft owners above
1200kg in the UK are still following LAMP
and most people under 1200kg are writing
SDMP’s based on LAMP. The reason for
this is common sense; LAMP was based
on years of experience and practice. It
was designed to keep you safe so why
not continue to use it. In any event, if you

Having chosen your MO and decided with
them how you want your maintenance
done and you have a valid Release to
Service and ARC, you then can go flying.
However, there will very quickly come a
point that you will need some work done
on the aircraft. Either you have hit the time
that the annual needs to be carried out, the
number of hours flown or calendar time
may dictate a check or you have a fault
that needs correcting. In all these events,
the first thing the MO will need from you
is a request for them to carry out work on
your aircraft, known as a work order. The
MO will then create a ‘Work Pack’ from
this work order and then each job carried
out on the aircraft will be recorded on the
work pack including the hours spent on
each particular job. The MO will check
to see if there is a need to change any
‘lifed’ items that need renewing and that
all Airworthiness Directives (AD’s) have
been complied with. If there are any gaps
then these will be added to the work order.
Any parts used on the aircraft will be
detailed on the work pack including their
serial numbers or source. All parts used
on an aircraft need to have a designated
source and an approval certificate (in
EASA called a Form 1 and in FAA land
an 8130-3).

Why Change the Rules?
• There is a recognition that LAMP for a privately operated light aircraft is a bit
excessive in some areas, especially when compared with the FAA system
• Under LAMP manufacturer’s recommendations on maintenance are deemed
mandatory, whereas under FAA for private aircraft the operator has some discretion
• Under EASA this can lead to perfectly good serviceable components having to be
replaced at significant cost for no real good reason
• Although not stated by EASA the effect of the changes and planned changes is to
bring maintenance for privately operated non-complex aircraft of 2730kg or less
MTOM closer to the FAA system – but still far from identical
A ‘lifed’ item is a part on an aircraft where the manufacturer or DAH has stated that the
part needs to be replaced after a certain amount of time because they degrade (eg rubber
seals, hoses (particularly fuel and oil lines). Sometimes they are either given a calendar
time or number of hours flown, whichever is the sooner (e.g. propellors and magnetos).

AIRCRAFT OWNERSHIP AND MAINTENANCE

is in order. If you have contracted with
a CAMO then your aircraft is in what
is called a ‘controlled environment’, in
which case, the ARC needs only to be
checked every 3 years. If not, then it is
every year and it will cost you £500-600
for the privilege.

What are the Changes to the
Rules and SDMP
To standardise maintenance programmes
for EASA regulated aircraft the SelfDeclared
Maintenance
Programme
(SDMP) has been introduced. This is an
amendment to the Part M regulation.
Owners of privately operated ELA 1 aircraft
currently using LAMP need to transfer to
a Self-Declared Maintenance Programme
(SDMP) at the next Airworthiness Review
but no later than 31 May 2018.

The MO will then complete the work,
rectify any defects he finds (after getting
your permission) and then fill in the log
books for the aircraft, engine(s) and
propeller(s) detailing the work done. The
log book entries will be a summary of
the work carried out. For the full details
of the work you need to look at the work
pack. You will then be invoiced based on
the work pack (i.e. the hours spent and the
parts used). The costs will always be more
than you expected (!) and you are entitled
to examine the work pack to validate any
invoice. Nearly all MO’s publish standard
charges for routine maintenance (e.g.
Annual, 50 and 150 hour checks) but
these are always the base cost assuming
that there are no defects to be rectified, no
items that are ‘lifed’ and there are no AD’s
outstanding or new.
Usually, unless you have a very nice
relationship with your MO, they will
require payment before you take the
aircraft away. Also, they will usually look
after the log books and will issue you with
a release to service (CRS) for you to carry
with your aircraft documents. The CRS
will tell you when your next check is due.
If the aircraft has been in for its annual
then it is usual for the ARC review to
be carried out at the same time. This is
a completely separate exercise from the
engineering work on the aircraft and is a
check to make sure that all the paperwork

• An amendment to the EASA Part
M Regulation introduced the SelfDeclared Maintenance Programme
(SDMP) and applies to ELA1
aircraft not involved in Commercial
Operations.
• The transition to the EASA
Regulations means that the generic
UK Light Aircraft Maintenance
Programme (LAMP) will no longer
be available from September 2016.
• Owners can now choose from
a number of different aircraft
maintenance programmes. The new
regulation introduces two new options
to the existing Part M requirements,
including the following
• Minimum
(MIP)

Inspection

Programme

PPL/IR EUROPE

• Programme based on manufacturer’s
recommendations.
• All programmes shall not be less
restrictive than the MIP, must be
specific to the aircraft and must
include a declaration signed by
the owner that they accept full
responsibility for the programme’s
content.
• The SDMP must include:
• Airworthiness Directives
• Tasks contained in the Airworthiness
Limitation Section of the Instructions
for Continued Airworthiness, and
• Any
specific
maintenance
requirements listed in the Type
Certificate Data Sheet and required
by the Design Approval Holder
(DAH) for modifications and repairs
installed on the aircraft.
Also, the SDMP must identify any
additional tasks to be performed because
of the specific aircraft type, aircraft
configuration or type of operation. As an
owner you may choose to deviate from
tasks or intervals contained in ‘Additional
Maintenance Tasks’ but the details of any
deviation or omission must be included in
the SDMP.
The owner may include alternative tasks
to be performed instead of non-mandatory
tasks or decide to omit a task completely.
However, the owner is fully responsible
for any deviations from the DAH (design
approval holder) recommendations. You
are not required to justify any deviation to
the CAA or to a Continuing Airworthiness
Management Organisation (CAMO). If,
however, a discrepancy on the aircraft is
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linked to a deficiency in the content of
the maintenance programme, the engineer
performing the review has the power
to refuse the issue of the Airworthiness
Review Certificate.
The SDMP must contain a signed
statement where the owner declares that
this is the AMP for the aircraft, that it is
a SDMP and they are responsible for its
contents. This includes any deviations
introduced to the DAH recommendations.
EASA has provided a template for
the SDMP in the Acceptable Means
of Compliance (AMC) to the Part M
Regulations. The Minimum Inspection
Programme (MIP) for aeroplanes,
sailplanes, powered sailplanes and
balloons has also been published in the
AMC.
The regulation requires that an annual
review of the SDMP by the engineer
performing the airworthiness review
or the CAMO. The aircraft owner must
ensure that the annual review is carried
out. If the review highlights discrepancies
on the aircraft, linked to deficiencies in the
content of the maintenance programme,
the engineer performing the review shall
inform the CAA. The owner shall amend
the maintenance programme as agreed
with the CAA.

If you own an N registered Aircaft
These are the basic rules and differences if
you own an American Registered Aircraft
flying in Europe.
Annual – Every aircraft operated under
part 91 regulations is required to undergo
an “annual” inspection in accordance
with FAR part 43 every 12 calendar
months. This regulation applies to VFR
and IFR flying and is not dependent on
how the aircraft is used (i.e. for hire).
The applicable regulation is actually FAR
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91.409(a).
100 Hour –In certain operations when
an aircraft is being used “for hire” and
specifically, for an aircraft used in flight
instruction for hire, the aircraft is required
to undergo a “100 hr” inspection every
100 hours of engine operation (normally
a tachometer time reading). This would
apply to either a VFR or IFR flight but is
specific for flights being operated for hire.
Altimeter/Pitot-Static System Check
–Each altimeter and static pressure system
must undergo an inspection to ensure
accuracy and compliance with standards
every 24 calendar months if the aircraft
is to be used for IFR flight. There are no
circumstances where this inspection is
required for a VFR flight.
Transponder
–Transponders
are
required to be inspected for accuracy and
standards every 24 calendar months, if
required.
ELT – Every aircraft (with some
limited exceptions) is required to have
an Emergency Locator Transmitter(ELT),
and that unit must be inspected every
12 calendar months as found in FAR
91.207(d).
The owner or operator of an aircraft
is primarily responsible for maintaining
that aircraft in an airworthy condition. No
person may operate an aircraft for which
a manufacturer’s maintenance manual or
instructions for continued airworthiness has
been issued that contains an airworthiness
limitations section unless the mandatory
replacement times, inspection intervals,
and related procedures specified in that
section or alternative inspection intervals
and related procedures set forth in an
operations specification approved by the
FAA or in accordance with an inspection

program approved under §91.409(e) have
been complied with.
A person must not alter an aircraft
based on a supplemental type certificate
(STC) unless the owner or operator of the
aircraft is the holder of the supplemental
type certificate, or has written permission
from the holder.
Each owner or operator of an aircraft
shall:
(a) have that aircraft inspected as
prescribed in subpart E of this
part and shall between required
inspections, except as provided in
paragraph (c) of this section, have
discrepancies repaired as prescribed
in part 43 of this chapter;
(b) ensure that maintenance personnel
make appropriate entries in the
aircraft
maintenance
records
indicating the aircraft has been
approved for return to service;
(c) have any inoperative instrument or
item of equipment, permitted to be
inoperative by §91.213(d)(2) of this
part, repaired, replaced, removed,
or inspected at the next required
inspection; and
(d) ensure that a placard has been
installed as required by §43.11 of this
chapter when listed discrepancies
include inoperative instruments or
equipment.

Summary of Key Points
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T

by Matthew Lavy

here are those who work tirelessly for better regulation,
greater dissemination of knowledge and good practice,
further access for GA to airspace and airports, and
operational excellence – in other words, people who
have a tangible, positive impact on those of us who seek
to fly privately under instrument flight rules across the airspaces
of Europe. (I have in mind, amongst others, those who work on
our behalf as members of the Flight Ops & Competence, Airfield
& Infrastructure, and Advocacy, Representation & Partnership
Working Groups). There are also those who foster and seek to grow
our community (Events, and Marketing, Sales & Management
Working Groups). And then there is the Communications, Advice
and IT Working Group (or “Comms WG” to its friends) which, I
am afraid to say, does none of those things. We improve neither
GA IFR nor the PPL/IR Europe community; we will never
change the world nor captivate the imagination. However, we
like to think that we nonetheless contribute in a small way to the
work and community of PPL/IR Europe; we do so by keeping
a watchful eye over PPL/IR Europe’s internet presence and
thinking about how it can be improved for the future.
Comms WG has an administrative and strategic function. In
“administrative” mode, its members moderate the forum, keep
the website running and post material generated by the other
groups. In “strategic” mode, we are starting to look at the tools
PPL/IR Europe should have in place to improve communication
to and between members, to increase dissemination of content,
and to expand the reach of the society. Our first project as a group
has been to put in place appropriate policies and procedures for
GDPR compliance. Now that we have at least the basics in place
on that front, our attention is turning to the website which, though
it has served us well for many years, is now overdue a refresh
both in terms of design and content. Our aspiration is not merely
to update the look and feel and cull obsolete content (albeit that is
needed), but also to build a new site that will serve as (i) a readily
accessible reference source for the incredibly valuable material
now being produced by the PPL/IR Europe Working Groups, (ii)
a digital “hub” for the PPL/IR Europe community (for example,
by expanding the forum into a platform for community-curated
content), and (iii) a showcase for PPL/IR Europe. I hope to be
able to report in more concrete terms in the coming months.
However, please bear with us, as putting the various moving
parts into place will inevitably take time.
As chair of the Comms WG, I have been asked to introduce
myself as well as the WG. Insofar as is relevant: I fly a Piper
Mirage out of Denham; I have been flying for around 12 years (PPL
lessons being the expensive and time-consuming consequence of
an extremely enjoyable summer’s afternoon in 2006 spent in a
friend’s Auster V); work commitments are such that I am mostly
a “weekends and holidays” pilot; if I manage 80 hours or so I
consider it a very good year. I mostly fly IFR – partly because
I find identifying visual landmarks to be an impossibly difficult
task but mostly because I have always really enjoyed both the

freedom and the strictures of instrument flight. I hold EASA and
FAA licences and keep both current. I have benefitted greatly
from the generosity of PPL/IR Europe members who have been
willing to share their knowledge, expertise and experience with
me over the years, and am very happy to be given the opportunity
to chair the Comms WG and thereby in a small way give
something back. When not flying (which, regrettably, is the vast
majority of the time) I am a barrister specialising in commercial
and technology disputes.
I am lucky to be joined on the Comms WG by Jason Carley
(who, amongst other things, is a prolific forum poster and
member of the Flight Ops & Competence WG), Steve Lupton
(who has for many years managed the technical side of PPL/
IR Europe’s internet presence), and Craig Warmington (who,
like Steve, brings to the WG deep and long-standing technology
experience).
PPL/IR Privacy Notice
I cannot imagine that anyone who has lived or worked in Europe
over the last six months will have managed to escape the barrage
of information that has accompanied attempts by large numbers of
organisations to become GDPR-compliant by 25 May 2018. The
Comms WG has taken the lead on PPL/IR Europe’s compliance
and policy-generation activities, and we have drafted a Privacy
Notice setting out what we believe to be appropriate policies for
PPL/IR Europe. For the benefit of members who do not read the
forum or website, that Privacy Notice is reproduced below.
=====================
This Privacy Notice explains the basis on which PPL/IR EUROPE
LIMITED (‘PPL/IR’, ‘we/us/our’) will collect and process personal
data about our members and prospective members (‘you/your’).
By becoming a member of PPL/IR, or by attending a PPL/IR event
for which sign-up is required, you are accepting and agreeing to
the practices set out in this Notice.
Data we hold about You
The only personal data that we hold about you is personal
data that you have provided to us or that relates directly to your
membership of PPL/IR. We do not obtain personal information
about you from third parties.
The personal data that you may have provided to us falls within
the following categories:
Your contact information (name, address, telephone number,
email) (‘Contact Details’)
Information about your flying (e.g. flying qualifications,
experience, the aircraft you fly, where it is based) (‘Flying Details’)
Information about your membership (e.g. when you joined PPL/
IR; whether your membership is current, which events you have
attended) (‘Membership Information’)
Information about and contained within any forum posts that
you have submitted (‘Forum Information’)
Information that you give us to allow us to meet your needs in
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relation to events to which you sign up (e.g. timing of your arrival
and departure, the identity of those travelling with you, any dietary
requirements) (‘Event Information’).
Why we process your information
We will process the information that we hold about you for the
following purposes:
To provide membership services to you, such as sending you
copies of the PPL/IR magazine, inviting you to attend events,
organising events, and sending you other information that we
consider may interest you from time to time.
To further the aims and objectives of PPL/IR
For PPL/IR’s internal administrative purposes
For the purposes of research and/or analysis projects
undertaken by PPL/IR from time to time
To make available to the membership a directory of members
If you are a lapsed member (subject to our data retention
policy – see below) for the purposes of keeping in touch with you.
People with whom we share your information
If you are a member of PPL/IR, we share the fact of your
membership, your Contact Details with the whole membership
through the members-only section of the PPL/IR website. Where
you have provided Flying Information, we share this in the same
way.
We are working on a technical change to the PPL/IR website
which will allow you to opt out of the directory if you do not wish
your Contact Details and Flying Information to be shared in this
way.

[Type text]

Forum Information is available to the whole membership
through the members-only section of the PPL/IR website.
We will occasionally need to share Event Information with
event venues and/or caterers. Where we do so, we will limit the
information that we share to that reasonable necessary to ensure
that the event runs efficiently and that any needs that you identify
to us are met.
Apart from the circumstances identified above, we will not
share any of your information with third parties unless we are
legally obliged to do so, or unless we need to do so for the
purposes of a legal defence.
Legal basis of processing
The legal grounds on which we process your data are as follows:
Where the processing is necessary for us to perform a contract
that you are party to, or to take steps at your request prior to
entering a contract, that is the ground on which we are processing
that data;
Where the processing is necessary for compliance with a legal
obligation to which we are subject, that is the ground on which we
are processing that data;
Where processing is necessary for the purposes of our
legitimate interests, that is the ground on which we are processing
that data, provided that your fundamental rights and freedoms
which require protection of your data override those legitimate
interests (our legitimate interests comprise furthering the aims
and objectives of PPL/IR as described on the PPL/IR website);
If you have given your consent to our processing the data,that
is the basis on which we are processing that data.
If more than one of the above grounds apply to the processing
of data in question, the applicable ground will be the one that is
set out first above.
Where the basis on which we process data is that you have
consented to the processing, you are entitled to withdraw that
consent at any time.
How long we will keep your information

Specialists in Instrument Flight Training

ICAO to EASA IR Conversions
Competency Based IR
En-Route IR
SEP & MEP Class Ratings
IR Revalidations & Renewals
PA46 Revalidations & Renewals
Modern EFIS equipped Piper fleet
EASA appoved simulator
CAA Initial IRE on staff
Location: Chester
Tel: +44 (0) 7801 145 644
Web:
22 www.jd-aviation.co.uk
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Our data retention and deletion policy is as follows:
We will keep Contact Information and Membership Information
– and continue to process it on the basis and for the purposes
described above – until the later of (i) the expiry of three years
from the end of the calendar year in which you provided the
information to us, and (ii) if you are a lapsed member of PPL/IR,
the expiry of three years from the end of the calendar year in
which your membership lapsed.
We will keep Flying Information – and continue to process
it on the basis and for the purposes described above – until the
expiry of three years from the end of the calendar year in which
your membership lapses. Thereafter, we may continue to keep
your Flying Information in anonymised form (so that it cannot
be recognised as relating in any way to you) for the purposes of
statistical research and analysis in furtherance of the aims and
objectives of PPL/IR.
We will keep Forum Information in perpetuity as part of the
archive of PPL/IR and for the purposes of education and research
(in furtherance of the aims and objectives of PPL/IR).
We will keep Event Information until the expiry of one week
after the event to which the Event Information relates.
Notwithstanding our policy as described above:
We will delete your Contact Information and Membership

PPL/IR EUROPE

Information at any time if you ask us to
do so. However, the impact of such a
request is that we will no longer be able
to provide you with any member services.
Consequently, if you make such a request,
it will result in your membership of PPL/
IR being immediately terminated.
You may delete your Flying Information
through the members only section of the
PPL/IR website.
If you are no longer a member of PPL/
IR, we will (on your request) partially
anonymise your Forum Information by
replacing your name where it appears as
‘poster’ in relation to your forum posts
with the moniker ‘An Ex Member’.
Where we store your information
The information that you provide to us
will be stored on our computers and
servers or those of our service providers.
It will not be transferred to a third party
outside the European Economic Area
(“EEA”) unless to a processor acting on
our behalf which is either (i) in a country
that the European Union has decided
has adequate data protection laws in
place, or (ii) has provided appropriate
data protection safeguards of the sort
approved by the European Union and
provide effective rights and remedies for
you.
Where we have given you (or where
you have chosen) a password which
enables you to access the membersonly parts of the PPL/IR website, you are
responsible for keeping this password
confidential, and for all use made of your
account with such password. We ask you
not to share a password with anyone.
Unfortunately, the transmission of
information via the internet and the
storage of data on servers accessible via
the internet is not completely secure.
Although we will do our best to protect
your personal data, we cannot guarantee
the security of your data, and you provide
it to us at your own risk.
Your rights
You have various rights under Data
Protection legislation. These include:
The right to ask us not to process
your personal data for direct marketing
purposes, even if you have given consent;
If our processing is based on your
consent, the right to withdraw any consent
you may have given for our processing of
your data – if you exercise this right, we
will be required to stop such processing

if consent is the sole lawful ground on
which we are processing that data;
The right to ask us for access to the
data we hold about you;
The right to ask us to rectify any data
that we hold about you that is inaccurate
or incomplete;
The right to ask us to delete your
data in certain circumstances;
The right to ask us to restrict our
processing of your data in certain
circumstances;
The right to object to our processing
of your data in certain circumstances;
In certain circumstances, the right to
require us to give you the data we hold
about you in a structured, commonly
used and machine-readable format so
that you can provide the data to another
data controller.
You can exercise any of the rights
set out above, free of charge, by using
any applicable methods set out in
our communications with you, or by
contacting us by emailing personaldata@
pplir.org. In respect of most of the rights
referred to above, your right may be
qualified by Data Protection legislation,
for example where our processing of data
is for the purposes of the establishment,
exercise or defence of legal claims. We
may therefore not be able or required
to fulfil your request, but we will discuss
this with You following your request
if necessary. Also, we may need more
information from You, which we will ask
You for following your request. We may
ask You to provide further information
in order to confirm your identity. Please
also note that if you submit unfounded
or excessive (for example repetitive)
requests to exercise any of these rights,
we reserve the right to make a reasonable
charge for providing the requested
information or taking the requested
action, or to decline your request.
You also have the right to lodge
a complaint with the Information
Commissioner’s Office (www.ico.org.
uk) if you are concerned that we are
not respecting your rights under Data
Protection legislation. The Information
Commissioner’s Office is the authority
in the UK which is responsible for
overseeing the application of, and
enforcing, Data Protection legislation.
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EVENTS / QUIZ ANSWERS

Events
Dates
TBA

Event
Weather Seminars
PBN Seminars

Location
TBA

20th - 22nd July

Social Weekend

Gdansk

Notes
Learn from our most
experienced pilots how to
handle weather and what is
needed to be able to fly under
PBN rules from August.

• Friday 20th July - Arrival at Gdańsk Rębiechowo airport (EPGD) followed by a welcome dinner at Restaurant
Pod Łososiem (Gdańsk Old Town)
• Saturday 21sth July - In the morning we visit the Oliwa district of Gdańsk and the 850-year old Oliwa
Cathedral and listen to a brief pipe organ concert. In the afternoon we take a 1 hr trip to the Castle of the
Teutonic Order in Malbork.
• Sumday 22nd July - In the morning we visit St. Mary’s Basillica - the largest brick-built church in Europe
followed by lunch and then return to Gdańsk Rębiechowo airport for departures
8th - 16th September

European Tour

Italy/France/Macedonia/
Croatia
The start on the 8th September at Bergamo airport and then Mini-Bus (abut 1 hour to lake Como). Here
we will do some seaplane flying for those who want. The rest can enjoy the lake. We then plan to continue as
follows:
• Corsica
• Salerno / Pompei & Amalfi Coast
• Macedonia
• Dubrovnik / Montenegro
• Croatian Islands
• Venice / Lido

December

Christmas Market
weekend

TBA

An informal fly-out to one of
Europe’s Christmas markets.

Approach Chart Quiz Answers
1b

300ft is below the minimum OCH for the LNAV/VNAV
approach.

4

The LNAV OCA is 40ft higher than the LNV/VNAV
OCA.

2b

The RNAV procedure is only available when Radar is
operational. (Note 2)

5b

The NDB is 3.9nm from the threshold of RWY23.

3

LPL 349.5 The NDB is part of the missed approach
procedure. (Note 1)
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SPRING CONFERENCE AND AGM 2018
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Spring Conference and AGM 2018

T

by Jim Busby

he Spring Meeting of PPL/IR Europe group, was
held at Mitchell Hall, Cranfield University, Cranfield
Airport on Saturday 12th May. We had approximately
70 attendees and 25 aircraft flew in from all over
Europe.
The airport and University again did a very good job in
handling the aircraft both in and out with a minimum of
fuss, although the flying school were a bit miffed about not
being able to fly for a couple of hours whilst we arrived and
departed in the morning and evening. Facilities were handled
by Mitchell Hall in the University and the room and food were
well appreciated by all.
The program featured Graham Mountford and Colin Winter
from AKKI aviation in Turweston, who gave an update on
the changes to maintenance rules coming from EASA and
occasioned a lot of questions and debate. A separate article
features these changes.
This was followed by Alec Hurley from Minerva Aviation,
who gave a very entertaining and informative talk on
hypoxia and the effects of altitude on the body. He based his
presentation on the first air accident on the record. The crash
was attributed at the time to the fact that Icarus, against the
advice of his father, flew too high and too close to the sun that

the wax on his wings melted. Alec took us through a detailed
and illuminating analysis of why this explanation was very
unlikely and it was much more likely that he suffered from the
affects of hypoxia! [Editor’s note: there is another article in
this IP on hypoxia]
After lunch we had a presentation from Paul Sherry and
Julian Scarfe on PBN and the new licence requirements.
This was a cut down version of the presentation given at
Friedrichsafen Aero which was very well received. The full
version is available on the PPL/IR Europe website.
Finally, Bob Darby and Julian Scarfe gave a presentation on
Conspicuity Management Changes and the GAINS project. All
these presentations except for Alec’s (for copyright reasons)
are posted on the website.
The afternoon finished with the formal AGM, including
Chairman’s report, presentation of Accounts, re-election of
directors, and finished with a vote of thanks from all present
to Paul Sherry who has carried out the role of chairman and
prime mover in the organisation for several years and we are to
thank particularly for his determined efforts to get the EASA
STC approved for the Garmin GNS 430/530 series.
The general feedback on the facilities, food and agenda was
good with plenty of time to network.
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WEEKENDERS VERONA

Weekenders
Verona
by Phil Caiger

I

t is probably Shakespeare that first comes to mind when one
thinks of Verona – the scene in which Juliet calls out to Romeo
from her balcony – and indeed, one can visit Casa Giulietta and
the small square in which it is set and even stand on the balcony
should you so wish. It is remarkable how popular this little
square is given it is just a work of fiction. The most spectacular
site, however, is the Roman Arena on Piazza Bra. It was built in
the first century AD and despite losing most of the outermost walls
in an earthquake in the twelfth century, is well preserved and rivals
the Coliseum in Rome. It is open year-round but the queues, even
in April, put us off venturing inside. On one evening, whilst we
were there, Bob Dylan held a concert in the arena; alas, sitting just
outside, on steps of the Palazzo della Gran Guardia and eating our
obligatory gelati, we could only hear the bass through the thick
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walls. During the summer, open air opera is performed in the arena
which I imagine would be very atmospheric.
All the main sites are in the old city of Verona which is sited
within a U-shaped bend of the river Adige and is small enough to
walk around in a day. The city’s oldest and most attractive bridge,
Ponte Pietra, crosses from the old town to the remains of the Roman
theatre which, when built in the first century BC, was supposedly
the grandest in Italy and still hosts summer performances for a
few hundred people. A further 10-15 minutes walk beyond the
theatre lies the Giardino Giusti, a beautiful garden and apparently a
must-see feature of Victorian Grand Tours. Built on a steeply
sloping hillside,
it is a classic Italianate garden
with fountains and parterre and
affords excellent views across
the city whilst providing a
shady, cool, respite from the
city. From the top of the
Giardino Giusti, the city’s
towers can be clearly seen;
the most impressive being
the twelfth-century, Torre
dei Lamberetti which one
can also climb the 368
steps for another view
of the city. We were
slightly disappointed
by the Duomo but
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there are several other more interesting churches in the city
including the small Chiesa di Santa Maria Antica of the Scaligeri
family who ruled the city for around two hundred years and the
Basilica di San Zeno Maggiore. The old castle, Castelvecchio,
built in the fourteenth century, is now a museum and exhibits
a variety of paintings and other more military items and is also
worth a visit. There are several typical Italian Piazzas around the
city such as Piazza delle Erbe and Piazza Bra, with excellent
opportunities for aperitifs and dining al-fresco whilst watching
the world go by.
Whilst we were there, Piazza Bra was full of stalls selling
various cheeses, dried meats, olives, sun-dried tomatoes,
etc. from Sicily at bargain prices and we filled our bags! If
clothes shopping is more your thing then the marble paved
Via Giuseppe Mazzini has many top-end high street clothes
and shoe shops.
We flew directly from Biggin Hill to Verona’s main
airport at Villafranca (LIPX) and parked up for the
weekend on a stand in between 737s Valerio Catullo is a small but
fairly busy airport with big
jets coming and going all the
time. There’s no GA terminal
and on your return one has to
find the staff/crew entry gate
which is tucked away in a corner
behind shops and food stalls. The
taxi into town took about 20 - 30
minutes. Brescia (LIPO) is another
IFR option a bit further away and
Boscomantico (LIPN) a nearby
VFR airfield.
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TRAVEL

BUY A TBM
The new 330 Kts TBM 910
& TBM 930 are certified,
efficient and bullet proof
performers. Call today
to tailor your own and
enjoy exceptional speed,
range and payload with no
compromise!

TRADING
Choose from great selection
of certified pre-owned TBM
or sell your aircraft. Call or
check our inventory online
at : www.flyingsmart.aero

MANAGEMENT
Simplify your ownership
experience thanks to our
total care management
program.

w w w . F LY I N G s m a r t . a e r o
UK : +44 1959 58 12 18
USA: +1 (213) 973-3337
France : +33 638 35 75 92
info@FLYINGsmart.aero

SET IMC EASA
APPROVED
FIRST UK SINGLE
ENGINE TURBINE ON
AOC IS A TBM 900 !

TRAVEL
FLYING Smart provides
a secured framework for
pilots who wish to rent a TBM.
Our network currently covers
8 locations across Belgium,
France and the U.K. We also
help to ferry your airplane or
plan your dream trip!

